
In the event that interest rates improve, the Apollo’s 

Cumulative Penalty-Free Withdrawal Feature could 

allow your clients the flexibility to take advantage of 

improved rates while also enabling them to receive a very 

competitive rate today.

Here’s how it works: 

With the Apollo your clients can withdraw up to 10% of their 

single premium, penalty-free, in the first year and up to 10% 

of the contract’s accumulation value in any year thereafter. 

However, they also have the choice of letting their unused 

penalty-free withdrawals accumulate. Beginning in year 

2, if NO withdrawals are taken that year, the penalty-free 

withdrawal amount available will carry over into year 3.  At 

the beginning of year 3 you would have the penalty-free 

withdrawal amount from year 3 plus the carry over from 

year 2 available.  If NO withdrawal is taken in year 3, both 

years would now carry over into year 4.  At the beginning 

of year 4 you would now have the maximum cumulative 

penalty-free withdrawal amount available, up to 30% of the 

initial premium.  Please see the examples we have included 

that show how the enhanced liquidity and flexibility of this 

feature can benefit your client. 

How many of your clients are currently sitting on 

the sidelines because they fear missing out on a rate 

increase if they are locked into a longer term product? 

The Apollo’s Cumulative Penalty-Free Withdrawal Feature 

gives them a great rate now, and also allows the flexibility 

to take advantage of an improving rate environment.

Using this strategy may allow the client to increase their 

overall yield by moving the cumulative value available, 

as a partial 1035 or IRA transfer, into a product with 

improved rates 3 or more years down the road. The great 

news is that if the client decides to take their cumulative 

penalty-free amount, they will have another 10% of 

the annuity value available the following year and the 

accumulation starts over again. The client has a lot of 

flexibility and that’s the advantage that they have with 

Apollo’s cumulative penalty-withdrawal feature. The 

Apollo is also 100% liquid after the 7th  year, so the client 

would not have to worry about a 30 day window to move 

the money.

Please refer to the Apollo sales materials and contract for 

complete product details.

In today’s low interest rate environment, it is difficult for safety conscious investors to find investments that will help 

their money grow. With its competitive base rate, first year bonus and strong renewal history the Apollo fixed annuity 

can be that investment. The Apollo also goes one step further for your client by combining those great rates with the 

liquidity your clients may need with the availability of the Cumulative Penalty-Free Withdrawal Feature*. 

The Apollo Cumulative 
Withdrawal Feature:  
The Rates Clients Need and the Liquidity They Want

*  During the first Contract Year, up to ten (10%) percent of the Single Premium, and thereafter, up to ten (10%) percent of the Annuity Value may be withdrawn without 
incurring a Surrender Charge or Market Value Adjustment. If no Penalty Free Withdrawal is taken in Contract Year two or any Contract Year thereafter, the amount of 
that year’s Penalty Free Withdrawal may be carried over into the following year. If no Withdrawals are made for two or more successive years, the carry over penalty 
free balance can be accumulated up to a maximum penalty free amount of 30% of the initial premium. The penalty free carry over balance will return to zero as soon 
as a Penalty Free Withdrawal of any amount is taken. If any withdrawal exceeds the accumulated Penalty Free Withdrawal balance, any applicable Surrender Charge 
and Market Value Adjustment will be applied to the total amount withdrawn in that Contract Year.
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Annuities are products of the insurance industry and are not insured by the  
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), or any Governmental Agency.
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	Yr_1: 1
	Init_Premium: $100,000.00
	Cur_Rate_1: 4.40%
	Ann_Value_1: $100,000.00
	Pen_Fee_1: $10,000.00
	Cum_WD_1: $10,000.00
	WD_1: $0.00
	Cur_Rate_2: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_2: $104,400.00
	Pen_Fee_2: $10,440.00
	Cum_WD_2: $10,440.00
	WD_2: $0.00
	Yr_3: 3
	Cur_Rate_3: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_3: $106,905.60
	Pen_Fee_3: $10,690.56
	WD_3: $21,381.12
	Yr_4: 4
	Cur_Rate_4: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_4: $87,577.07
	Pen_Fee_4: $8,757.71
	Cum_WD_3: $21,381.12
	Cum_WD_4: $8,757.71
	WD_4: $0.00
	Yr_5: 5
	Cum_WD_5: $17,935.78
	WD_5: $17,935.78
	Yr_6: 6
	Yr_7: 7
	Yr_8: 8
	Cur_Rate_5: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_5: $89,678.92
	Pen_Fee_5: $8,967.89
	Cur_Rate_6: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_6: $73,464.97
	Pen_Fee_6: $7,346.50
	Cum_WD_6: $7,346.50
	WD_6: $0.00
	Cur_Rate_7: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_7: $75,228.13
	Pen_Fee_7: $7,522.81
	Cum_WD_7: $15,045.63
	WD_7: $15,045.63
	Cur_Rate_8: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_8: $61,626.88
	Pen_Fee_8: N/A
	Cum_WD_8: N/A
	WD_8: $0.00
	Total_PF_WD_1: $54,362.53
	Cur_Rate_9: 4.40%
	Ann_Value_9: $100,000.00
	Pen_Fee_9: $10,000.00
	Cum_WD_9: $10,000.00
	WD_9: $0.00
	Cur_Rate_10: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_10: $104,400.00
	Pen_Fee_10: $10,440.00
	Cum_WD_10: $10,440.00
	WD_10: $0.00
	Cur_Rate_11: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_11: $106,905.60
	Pen_Fee_11: $10,690.56
	Cum_WD_11: $21,381.12
	WD_11: $0.00
	Cur_Rate_12: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_12: $109,471.33
	Pen_Fee_12: $10,947.13
	Cum_WD_12: $30,000.00
	WD_12: $30,000.00
	Cur_Rate_13: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_13: $81,378.65
	Pen_Fee_13: $8,137.86
	Cum_WD_13: $8,137.86
	WD_13: $0.00
	Cur_Rate_14: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_14: $83,331.73
	Pen_Fee_14: $8,333.17
	Cum_WD_14: $16,666.35
	WD_14: $0.00
	Cur_Rate_15: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_15: $85,331.70
	Pen_Fee_15: $8,533.17
	Cum_WD_15: $25,599.51
	WD_15: $25,599.51
	Cur_Rate_16: 2.40%
	Ann_Value_16: $61,165.76
	Pen_Fee_16: N/A
	Cum_WD_16: N/A
	WD_16: $0.00
	Total_PF_WD_2: $55,599.51
	Yr_2: 2


